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Mystery Monday November 21, 2022 
YouTube Link: https://youtu.be/XID7DrhmvCk 

 
CLUE #1 
 
1. Any Designer Series Paper cut four (4) squares measuring 2” x 2”.  Fun 

idea is to use different patterns! 
2. Different Designer Series Paper – ½” 4 ¼” 
3. Cardstock for card base 4 ¼” x 11”, scored at 5 ½” 
4. Different colored Cardstock for layer – 1/2” x 4 ½”  
5. Basic White – 4” x 5 ¼”. scrap for circle punch or framelits 
6. One small image stamp to use as background  
7. Different Image stamp (that will fit in your circle punch or framelits) 
8. Circle Punch or Framelits (that will fit your image stamp) 
9. Bold Sentiment Stamp (that will fit in your circle punch or framelits) 
10. Baker’s Twine 
11. Dimensionals 
12. Adhesive 
13. Ink(s) to Coordinate with Designer Series Paper and same color ink 

as cardstock 
14. Black Ink 
15. Embellishments 
16. Snips 
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CLUE #2 
 
Use small stamp and stamp all over the front of 4 ¼” x 11” card base front 
with coordinating ink or Versamark. 
 
CLUE #3 
Adhere the four pieces of DSP in the center of the card base with adhesive. 
(I prefer Liquid glue for this) 
You may want to alternate the pieces so you see both sides. 
 
NOTE: This will form a large square in the center of your card front. 
 
CLUE #4 
 
Attach the ½” x 4 ¼” Designer Series Paper across the middle of the card 
front with adhesive. 
 
CLUE #5 
Use snips to trim the ½” x 4 ½” strip of cardstock to form Banner tails on 
both ends  
 
CLUE #6 
 
Add a Dimensional to the back of the Banner layer.  Remove the backing, 
add a long piece of Baker’s Twine to the Dimensional. 
Wrap the Baker’s twine around lengthwise and tie a bow. 
 
Add the banner piece to the center of you card front with adhesive, offset 
below the ½” x 4 ¼” DSP 
 
CLUE #7 
Stamp image on scrap Basic White with a light-colored ink.  If you don’t 
have a light-colored ink, stamp off once to achieve a lighter color. 
 
CLUE #8 
Cut out image from Clue #7 with circle shape punches or dies 
 
CLUE #9 
Stamp bold sentiment over image with Black Ink 
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CLUE #10 
Add sentiment layer to card front with Dimensionals 
 
CLUE #11 
Add Basic White 4” x 5 ¼” to the inside with adhesive. 
 
CLUE #12 
Add embellishments to card front 
 
Mystery Solved! 
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What inspired me? 
I found this in Stampin’ Up! 2016-
2017 Annual Catalog  

 
 
Just because a stamp set, DSP, 
Ribbon retires doesn’t mean the 
layout has!  Look at your old 
catalogs, Stampin’ Success as 
well as current catalogs for ideas! 
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